
ortho (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

ortho.dll 
 
Variable in ranges from 0 to 2, and 
controls shifting of the unit circle. When 0  
or 2, there is no effect. As it increases 
from 0, the circle shifts down, with the 
bottom looping back around to the top. 
When it decreases from 2, the circle shifts 
up. A value of 1 (top right) gives 
maximum effect. 
 
Variable out does the same to the rest of 
the plane, but in opposite direction, and 
as it shifts it turns inside-out. Again, 
maximum effect is at 1 (bottom right). 
 
Top right: in = 1, out = 0 
Bottom right: in = 0, out = 1 
Bottom left: in = 1.5, out = 0.5 

oscilloscope (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

oscilloscope.dll 
Flips the plane in a sine wave shape 
across the x axis. 
 
frequency is the frequency of the wave; 
higher values  give more waves. 
amplitude specifies  the height of the 
wave. 
separation specifies how far the  top and 
bottom parts are separated from each 
other. When equal to amplitude (top 
right), the  top and bottom halves barely 
touch. When higher (bottom right), there 
is space between the two halves. 
damping, when 1, damps the wave on 
both sides (bottom left). 
 
Top right: separation = 0.75,  
frequency =  1, amplitude = 0.75,  
damping = 0 
Bottom right: separation = 1,  
frequency = 3, amplitude = 0.5,  
damping = 0 
Bottom left: separation = 0.8,  
frequency = 2, amplitude = 0.9,  
damping = 1 



ovoid3d (3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes no 

ovoid3d.dll 
 
Like spherical3d, but has variables to scale 
x, y, and z. The example is raised so that z 
is 0.5, and has  variables x = 1.5, y = 1, and 
z = 0.5. 

parabola, parabola2 (2D half blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

parabola2.dll 
Generates a parabola shape, using the 
distance from the center of existing 
points as a parameter. To show the whole 
parabola, the input was scaled to set the 
outer edge of the circle to π. Variables 
width and height are both 1 for this 
example. 
The built-in version is named parabola; 
the plugin version is named parabola2. 

pitch=80 pitch=80 

perspective (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes no no yes yes 

A 2D variation that transforms the plane 
as if  viewed from a 3D vantage point. The 
variable angle controls the viewing angle, 
from 0 (face on) to 1 (edge on). 

phoenix_julia (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dl yes dll 

PJulia.dll 
 
Works the same as julian, except there 
are two variables, x_distort and y_distort 
that change the proportion of different 
wedges with relation to each other. The 
example shown here has  x_distort = 1.5 
and y_distort = 0. 



pie, pie_fl (2D blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

pie.dll, pie_fl.dll 
Generates a figure with slices wedges 
separate by spaces (pie.dll requires slices 
to be an integer; the others do not). The 
proportion of wedge to space is set by 
thickness, which can range from 0 (lines, 
right) to 1 (solid circle, same as blur); left 
example is 0.5. Variable rotation (in 
radians) allows the figure to be rotated. 

pie3D (3D blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no no no yes no 

Generates a figure like pie, but with the 
wedges curved . Same as pie when  
pitch = 0.  
 
The examples both have slices = 8, 
thickness = 0.75, and rotation = 0. The 
one on the left has a variation value of 1; 
the one on the right has a value of 3 to 
show the undulating 3D shape. 

pitch=45 pitch=45 

polar (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Converts each point of the plane to polar 
coordinates (angle and distance), then 
treats them as rectangular coordinates, 
mapping the angle to x and the distance 
to y. 
 
Wedges are thus converted to vertical 
stripes (as shown), and rings are 
converted to horizontal stripes (not 
shown). 

polar2 (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll yes yes yes 

polar2.dll 
 
Similar to polar, but uses slightly different 
math to make the vertical extant 
symmetrical . (Specifically, the log of the 
distance is used for y instead of the raw 
distance.) 



popcorn2 (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

popcorn2.dll 
 
Puts horizontal and vertical jags at the 
sides of each square in the plane, creating 
a unique shape. Variables x and y control 
the size of the jags; larger values create 
larger jags. Variable c controls the size of 
the squares; larger values work with 
smaller squares. 
 
Two types of shapes can be  made; 
depending on whether x and y have the 
same sign (top right) or different signs 
(bottom right). 
 
The right examples have c = π to specify 
squares of size 1. The bottom left has c = 
π/2 to specify squares of size 2, putting 
the distortions in the middle of the outer 
squares where they are more visible. 
 
Top right: x = 0.1, y = 0.1, c = 3.142 
Bottom right: x = 0.1, y = -0.1, c = 3.142 
Bottom left: x = 0.2, y = 0.05, c = 1.571 
 
Supercedes  popcorn.  

popcorn2_3D (3D, sets z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll yes no 

popcorn2_3D.dll 
 
A variant of popcorn2, it halves the x-y 
size and adds a z component by splitting 
the plane along the negative x axis 
(turned here for clarity) and moving half 
up and half down. 
 
The example uses  x = 0.1, y = 0.1, z = 0.1, 
and c = 3.1. pitch=75, yaw=60 pitch=75, yaw=60 

power (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes dll dll yes yes 

power.dll 
 
Rotates the plane 90° clockwise, distorts 
it, and turns the original left half (now the 
top half) inside out. 



pressure_wave (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

pressure_wave.dll 
 
Imagine the plane is a rubber sheet, and 
scrunch it together vertically at regular 
intervals (like a curtain, but stay in two 
dimensions). Do the same horizontally. 
The example here has  x_freq = 2 and 
y_freq = 2. 

pRose3D (3D half blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll yes no 

pRose3D.dll 
 
A 3D version of the polar rose curve. 
There are lots of variables! No attempt is 
made to explain them here, but a few 
examples are shown. 
 
Top right: l = 4, k = 4, c = 0, z1 = 1, z2 = 1, 
refSc = 1, opt = 1, optSc = 1, opt3 = 0, 
transp = 0.5, dist = 1, wagsc = 0, crvsc = 0, 
f = 3, wigsc = 0, offset = 0 
 
Bottom right: l = 6, k = 4, c = 0, z1 = 2,  
z2 = 1, refSc = 1.2, opt = -2, optSc = 1, 
opt3 = 0, transp = 0.2, dist = 2.5,  
wagsc = 0, crvsc = 0, f = 3, wigsc = 1,  
offset = 0 
 
Bottom left: l = 5, k = 5, c = 0, z1 = 0.5,  
z2 = 0.5, refSc = 2, opt = -1, optSc = 1, 
opt3 = 0, transp = 0.125, dist = 3,  
wagsc = 2, crvsc = -3, f = 6, wigsc = 1, 
offset = 0 
 

pitch=60 pitch=60 

pitch=60 pitch=60 

radial_blur (2D half blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Maps each point on the plane to a 
“swoosh” that goes to the origin and 
beyond, curved according to the variable 
angle, which has effective values between 
-1 and 1, with 0 being no curvature. 
(Other values  are allowed but repeat this 
range.) 
 
The example is contrived to show how 
the variation works. It has  angle = 0.4. 



rectangles (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Divides the plane into x by y rectangles 
and flips each both horizontally and 
vertically (equivalent to rotating by 180°). 
If x or y is 0, the plane is divided in to 
vertical or horizontal stripes and flipped 
only one direction. (If both are 0, there is 
no effect.) 
 
Top right: x = 2, y = 2 
Bottom right: x = 1, y= 0 
Bottom left: x = 1, y = 0.5 

rings2 (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Divides the plane into rings whose size 
and width depends on the variable val. 
When val < 1, each ring will be shrunk but 
the width will increase, making the rings 
overlap. When val > 1, the radius of each 
ring will go negative (reflecting the ring 
across the origin and turning it inside-out) 
and the width will decrease. 
 
Special cases: 
val = 1: the width of each ring is the same, 
but the size decreases to 0, turning the 
rings into superimposed circles. 
val = 1.2247: the width of each ring 
matches the size of its neighbors so the 
rings touch without overlapping. 
val = 1.4142: degenerate case where the 
width of each ring is 0 
 
Top right: val = 0.5 
Bottom right: val = 1 
Bottom left: val = 1.25 (larger than 
1.2247, so there are gaps between the 
rings) 
 
Supercedes rings. 



ripple (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

ripple.dll 
 
Modulates the plane using two radial 
cosine waves. The wave frequencies are 
determined by frequency and the 
distance from the center (adjusted by 
centerx, centery, and scale). The 
amplitudes are determined by amplitude 
and the angle from the center. The 
modulation is determined by velocity and 
phase, and is extrapolated by phase.  
 
Top right: frequency = 1, velocity = 1, 
amplitude = 0.3, centerx = 0, centery = 0, 
phase = 0, scale = 1.75 
 
Bottom right: shows the effect of velocity; 
parameters are the same as top right 
except velocity = 0 
 
Bottom left: shows the effect of phase; 
parameters are the same as top right 
except phase = 1.3333 

rippled (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

rippled.dll 
 
Converts lines to ripples by manipulating 
the y value (x is not changed). 
 
A pre_ version is also available as a plugin. 



rose (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

rose.dll 
 
Tranforms the plane using the rose curve. 
Note this is a true transform, not a blur 
like flower and pRose3d. Some distortion 
can also be done, controlled by the 
variables. 
 
The number of petals is controlled by 
numer/denom; when an integer, there 
are twice as many petals; half overlap 
when it is odd, but the other variables 
treat the overlapping petals separately so 
they can be distinguished. The examples 
here all have numer = 4 and denom = 1, 
giving 8 petals. 
 
The top right example has strength = 1.25 
(when 1, all petals are the same size). 
 
The bottom right example also has 
strength = 1.25, but has shear_x = 0.3. 
 
The bottom left example has strength = 1 
but has turn_x = 1. 

pre_rotate_x, post_rotate_x (3D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no yes yes yes no 

Rotates the 3D space around the x axis. 
The distance is controlled by the variation 
value; 1 (shown here) means 90°. 

pitch=45 pitch=45 

pre_rotate_y, post_rotate_y (3D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no yes yes yes no 

Rotates the 3D space around the y axis. 
The distance is controlled by the variation 
value; 1 (shown here) means 90°. 

pitch=45 pitch=45 



pre_rotate_z, post_rotate_z (3D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll no no 

Rotates the 3D space around the z axis. 
The distance is controlled by the variation 
value; 1 (shown here) means 90°. 

pitch=45 pitch=45 

roundspher3D (3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll yes no 

roundspher3D.dll 
 
Transforms a plane to a 3D shape as 
shown. The inner part of the original goes 
to the outer port of the 3D shape. But it 
also takes existing z values into 
consideration, so the shape will be 
different if the original isn’t a flat plane. 

pitch=80 pitch=80 

scry (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll yes yes yes 

scry.dll 
 
When the variation value is positive, it 
turns the plane inside out, limiting it at 
the value. So a line going out from the 
origin would transform to a line starting 
at the variation value distance and going  
the other direction (towards the origin). 
This is shown on the right examples with 
values 1 (top) and 2 (bottom). 
 
When the variation value is negative, it’s 
the same in principle but looks quite 
different. A line going out from the origin 
would transform to a line starting at the 
value distance and going the other 
direction, but it starts opposite where it 
would start if positive, so it initially goes 
away from the origin. When it reaches the 
point originally the value distance from 
the origin, it is at infinity, and continues 
coming in the other side, this time really 
going towards the origin. The bottom left 
example shows this with a value of -1. 



scry_3D (3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes no 

scry_3D.dll 
 
A 3D version of scry, which transforms z if 
it is set and sets it if it is 0 (shown in the 
examples). 
 
Viewed face-on (pitch=0), scry_3D is the 
same as scry only when the variation 
value is 1. Negative values invert the 3D 
shape, but not the 2D shape like scry  
does. 
 
Top right: variation value = 1 
Bottom right: variation value = 1.414 
Bottom left: variation value = -1 

pitch=75 pitch=75 

pitch=75 pitch=75 

secant (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no no 

SecantVariationPlugin.dll 
Multiplies x by the variation value (2 in 
the example), but otherwise leaves it 
unchanged. Uses the trignometric secant 
function to compute the y value. Since 
secant will never return a value between 
1 and -1, there is always a gap in the 
middle. The example is scaled down from 
normal to show the variation effect. 

secant2 (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no no no yes yes 

An alternative to secant that moves the 
top and bottom halves towards each 
other to eliminate the gap inherent in 
secant. 
 
The example uses the same scale as for 
secant for comparison. 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll yes yes yes 

separation.dll 
 
Splits the plane down the y axis, moving 
each half outwards x units, but not 
evenly; movement of points further from 
the axis is controlled by xinside, which 
ranges from mild squeezing when 0, to 
stretching with a large enough negative 
value, and mirroring with a large enough 
positive value. 
 
The same things happens vertically, 
controlled with the y and yinside 
variables. 
 
top right: x = 1, y = 0, xinside = 0,  
yinside = 0 
bottom right: x = 1, y = 0.2, xinside = -0.5, 
yinside = 0 
bottom left: x = 1.5, y = 0.2, xinside = 1.2,  
yinside = -0.5 
 
See splits, which does does the splitting 
but moves the entire half planes evenly. 

separation (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no no 

ShapeVariationPlugin.dll 
 
A 2D half blur implementation of the 
superformula. Some examples are shown. 
 
Variable m is the number of corners, n1 is 
the main shaping variable, n2 and n3 are 
other shaping variables, a and b stretch or 
contract the shape, and holes puts a hole 
in the center if less than 0. (Although the 
default for holes is 1, it works best to use 
0 for no hole and a negative value to add 
a hole. Positive values  will reverse the 
colors.) 
 
Top right: m = 8, n1 = 1, n2 = 1, n3 = 1,  
a = 1, b = 1, holes = 0 
Bottom right: m = 4, n1 = 0.3, n2 = 1,  
n3 = 1, a = 1.1, b = 1.25, holes = 0 
Bottom left: m = 5, n1 = 1, n2 = 0.2, n 
3 = 0.6, a = 1, b = 1, holes = -0.5 
 
See SuperShape3d and super_shape. 

shape (2D half blur) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

shredlin.dll 
 
Divides the plane into horizontal and 
vertical strips. The width of each strip is 
specified by xdistance and ydistance. Each 
strip is then shrunk according to xwidth 
and ywidth, which specifies the 
proportion each strip will have (1 leaves it 
unaffected, 0.5 halves the size, leaving 
space between them). Negative values 
work the same, but reverse each strip. 
 
Top right: xdistance = 1, xwidth = 1, 
ydistance = 0.5,  ywidth = 0.75 
 
Bottom right: xdistance = 0.5,  
xwidth = 0.75,  ydistance = 1, ywidth = 0.5 
 
Bottom left: xdistance = 0.25, xwidth = -1,  
ydistance = 1, ywidth = 1 
 

shredlin (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

shredrad.dll 
 
Divides the plane into n wedges, and 
shrinks each according to width, which 
specifies the proportion each wedge will 
have (1 leaves it unaffected, 0.5 halves 
the size, leaving space between them). 
Negative values work the same, but 
reverse each wedge. 
 
Top right: n = 4, width = 0.75 
Bottom right: n = 8, width = 0.5 
Bottom left: n = 8, width = -0.8 
 
Compare wedge. 

shredrad (2D) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

sineblur.dll 
 
A circle, like blur, but with a shading 
effect controlled by variable power. The 
appearance is greatly influnced by the 
background; the default of 1 works well 
for dark backgrounds, but a somewhat 
higher value (like 20, top right) is better 
for light backgrounds. Very high values 
will have low density in the center. Values 
less than 1 will produce a smaller circle 
with a fuzzy edge. 
 
Top left: power = 1 
Top right: power  = 20 
Bottom left: power = 0.5 
Bottom right: power = 250 
 

sineblur (2D blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

sinusgrid.dll 
 
First it maps the plane to a unit square 
using a negative cosine function based on 
the values of freqx (for horizontal) and 
freqy (for vertical). Then it interpolates 
between the original and the mapped 
versions based on the values of ampx and 
ampy, 0 meaning use the original and 1 
meaning use the mapped. 
 
The top right example has freqx = 0.5, 
which folds the visible image on itself four 
times (the left and right halves look the 
same), with ampx = 1 to show the mapped 
version horizontally; ampy is 0 so no 
vertical mapping is done. 
 
The bottom right example has freqx = 1, so 
doubles the frequency, but ampx = 0.25 so 
it only has a partial effect; ampy is again 0. 
 
The bottom left example has  large 
frequencies but small amplitudes: ampx = 
0.1, ampy = 0.2, freqx = 4, freqy = 2. 

sinusgrid (2D, passes z) 



sinusoidal (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Uses the sine function to map the plane 
to a unit square, folding it on itself to do 
so. The example uses lines to show how it 
works: horizontal and vertical lines fold on 
themselves; main diagonal lines become 
pointy, and other diagonal lines curve. 
 
A pre_ version is available as a plugin. 

sinusoidal3d, pre_sinusoidal3d 
(3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll yes no 

sinusoidal3d.dll 
 
A 3D version of sinusoidal.  

spher (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no yes 

Spher.dll 
A cross of linear and spherical; acts like 
linear outside a circle the size of the 
variation value and spherical inside it. The 
example uses a variation value of 1, so 
the circle in this case is the boundary 
between the green and cyan rings. 
 
Compare Glynnsim1, Glynnsim2, 
Glynnsim3. 
 

pitch=45 pitch=45 

sinusoidal_linear (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

sinusoidal_linear.dll 
 
Adds a vertical sine wave. 



spherical (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Turns the plane inside-out. Points near 
the center are  moved away and points 
far away are moved towards the center. 
 
Pre_ and post_ versions are available as 
plugins. 

Spherical3D (3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll yes no 

Spherical3D.dll 
 
A 3D version of spherical that sets z based 
on the original z value and the distance 
from the center. In the example, the 
original is a plane with z = 0.5. 

pitch=70 pitch=70 

spherivoid (3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll no no 

spherivoid.dll 
 
Inflates the 3D space by putting a 
spherical “hole” in the middle with size 
specified by radius. In the example, the 
original is a plane with z = 0.5 and  
radius = 1. (When z = 0, the middle is 
blank.) 

pitch=70 pitch=70 

post/pre_spin_z (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

post_spin_z.dll, pre_spin_z.dll 
 
Rotates the 3D space around the z axis 
(like yaw, but only for a specific variation).  
The variation value specifies how much to 
rotate; effective values are from -2 to 2 
(corresponding to -180° to 180°). In the 
example, the value is 1 (90°).  
 
Does NOT pass z. 

pitch=70 pitch=70 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

Maps rays extending from the center into 
spirals. The example shows an overlay of 
eight rays going different directions. For 
clarity, the bottom examples show two of 
them separately to show the spiral shape. 
Points closest to the center in the original 
are furthest from the center after the 
transform. 
 
The red line in the example looks 
different from the others because it 
straddles the x axis. The part above the 
axis goes to the left, and the part below 
the axis goes to the right. 

spiral (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes no 

SpirographVariationPlugin.dll 
 
Plots an epitrochoid, a figure made by 
placing a pen a distance c from the center 
of a circle of size b rotating around a fixed 
circle of size a, where c is actually two 
variables c1 and c2. Make them equal for 
an epitrochoid. Make one negative to plot 
a hypotrochoid, where the moving circle 
rotates around the inside of the fixed 
circle instead of the outside. Variables 
tmin and tmax control the path length, 
and ymin and ymax control the pen 
thickness. 
 
Top left: a = 0.7, b = 0.23, c1 = 1, c2 = 1, 
tmin = 0, tmax = 1000, ymin = 0, ymax = 0 
Top right: a = 0.8, b = 0.3, c1 = 0.5,  
c2 = 0.5, tmin = 0, tmax = 50,  
ymin = -0.02, ymax = 0.02 
Bottom right: a = 0.7, b = 0.3, c1 = 0.6,  
c2 = -0.6, tmin = 0, tmax = 50,  
ymin = -0.005, ymax = 0.005 
Bottom left: a = 0.7, b = 0.23, c1 = 0.6,  
c2 = -0.6, tmin = 0, tmax = 49.75,  
ymin = 0, ymax = 0 

Spirograph (2D blur) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

split.dll 
 
Splits the plane into vertical strips with a 
size defined by xsize (higher values give 
more strips), and flips every other strip 
across the x axis. Also  does the same with 
horizontal strips defined by ysize. 
 
Top left: xsize = 0.5, ysize = 0 
Bottom left: xsize =0, ysize = 1 
Bottom right: xsize = 3, ysize = 2 
 
Don’t confuse with similarly named 
variation splits. 

split (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll yes yes yes 

splits.dll 
 
Splits the plane along the x and y axes, 
shifting the quarters apart to leave a 
vertical space of size x and a horizontal 
space of size y. Example has x = 1 and y = 
0.2. 
 
Compare with separation. Don’t confuse 
with similarly named variation split. 

splits (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

square (2D blur) 

SquareBlurVariationPlugin.dll 
 
A square. The size is determined by the 
variation value (1 here). 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no no no yes no 

square3D (3D blur) 

 
A cube. 

pitch=60, yaw=30 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

squarical.dll 
 
Maps the plane into a square outline with 
corners at (2,0), (0,2), (-2,0), (0,-2) if the 
variation value is 1; using other values will 
make the result larger or smaller. 

squarical (2D) 

squarize (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

squarize.dll 
 
Maps circles centered at the origin to 
squares. 
 
See circlize, which does the opposite. 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

squish.dll 
 
Repeats the plane power times radially as 
julian does, then maps it to a distinctive 
square pointy shape. 
 
Top right: power = 2 
Bottom right: power = 3 
Bottom left: power = 8 

squish (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

starblur.dll 
 
A star, with variables to control the 
number of points (power) and 
proportional distance of the inner angles 
(range). Negative values are allowed, and 
can generate interesting shapes (see 
examples). 
 
Top left: power = 5, range = 0.4 
Top right: power = 4, range = -0.7 
Bottom left: power = 10, range = 0.25 
Bottom right: power = -5, range = 1 

starblur (2D blur) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

stripes.dll 
 
Divides the plane into stripes with width 
1, then shrinks each according to space (0 
won’t shrink at all, 1 will shrink the stripes 
to lines). Then warps each of the stripes 
based on warp. 
 
Top right: space = 0.5, warp = 0 
Bottom right: space = 0.1, warp = 2 
Bottom left: space = 0.3, warp = -0.5 

stripes (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

stwin.dll 
 
Distorts the plane according to variable 
distort. It gives the appearance of warping 
the plane in the third dimension, but this 
is a 2D only variation. 
 
Top right: distort = 1 
Bottom right: distort = -1 
Bottom left: distort = 2 

stwin (2D) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

supershape.dll 
 
Transforms the plane based on a formula 
developed by botanist Johan Gielis to 
describe shapes found in nature, known 
as the superformula. Variable m is the 
number of sections for the shape, and n1, 
n2, and n3 control the shape. 
 
The superformula has two other variables 
a and b that stretch or shrink the result. 
They are always set to 1 for this variation; 
there is no way to adjust them. But this 
variation does have two variables, rnd and 
holes that further modify the shape. 
 
Top right: m = 10, n1 = 0.4, n2 = 1, n3 = 1, 
rnd = 0, holes = 0 
Bottom right: m = 16, n1 = 2.5, n2 = 5,  
n3 = 3, rnd = 0, holes = 0 
Bottom left: m = 8, n1 = 1, n2 = 0.3,  
n3 = 3, rnd = 0, holes = -0.3 
 
See shape and SuperShape3d. 

super_shape (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no dll dll yes no 

SuperShape3d.dll 
A 3D shape based on two superformula 
instances (see super_shape for a basic 
description). The first is for the xy plane, 
and only generates an outline The second 
is for the yz plane, and generates the 
solid. 
 
Variable rho sets the upper bound for xy 
drawing; when m1 is an integer, the 
optimal value is 𝜋2 ≈ 9.8696. Increase 
when m1 has a fractional part. Variable 
phi does the same for the yz drawing. A 
typical value is 𝜋2/4 ≈ 2.4674, which fills 
a quarter of the shape. Adjust as needed. 
 
In all the examples, rho = 9.8696,  
phi = 2.4674, and a1, a2, b1, and b2 = 1. 
Top: m1 = 8, n1_1 = 1, n2_1 = 0.3,  
n3_1 = 0.3, m2 = 5, n1_2 = 0.4, n2_2 = 1, 
n2_3 = 1 
Bottom: m1 = 12, n1_1 = 15, n2_1 = 20, 
n3_1 = 7, m2 = 4, n1_2 = 4, n2_2 = 7, 
n2_3 = 7 
 
See shape and super_shape. 

SuperShape3d (3D blur) 

pitch= 0 pitch=60 

pitch= 0 pitch=60 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

yes yes yes yes yes 

 
Twists the plane counter-clockwise, 
mapping wedges to spirals. 
 
See swirl2. 

swirl (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

swirl2.dll 
 
Twists the plane clockwise with variables 
to control the effect: twistamount is how 
much to twist; example uses 0.1, use 
1/π=0.31831 for same amount as swirl 
(but opposite direction). radius specifies 
size; use 1 (shown) to keep original size. 
centerx and centery set the center of the 
effect. 

swirl2 (2D) 

tangent (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no no no  yes yes 

Maps  the plane to a shape based on the 
tangent function, but it’s probably easier 
to think of this as similar to sinusoidal, 
except it maps to an hourglass shape 
instead of a square. 
 
Although there is no tangent plugin, there 
is a Z_tangent plugin named Ztangent.dll. 
It has variables; set them all to 1 to mimic 
tangent. 

tangent3D (3D, sets z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no no no  yes no 

Like tangent, but also sets z. The sample 
shows an edge-on view to show the 3D 
shape.  With pitch = 0, it is the same as 
tangent. 

pitch= 90 pitch=90 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no no no yes no 

 
Adds text to a fractal. Variables allow 
specifying the text string, font, size, and 
offset (location). 

text_wf (2D blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

trade.dll 
 
Takes one circle of radius r1 with  its left 
edge distance d1 to the right of the origin 
and another circle of radius r2 with its 
right edge distance d2 to the left of the 
origin, and trades them, scaling as 
needed, and flipping right and left. 
 
Top right: r1 = 0.5, d1 = 0.5, r2 = 0.5,  
d2 = 0.5 
Bottom right: r1 = 1, d1 = 0.5, r2 = 0.5,  
d2 = 1.25 
Bottom left: r1 = 0.75, d1 = 0, r2 = 1,  
d2 = 0.5 
 

trade (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

tri_boarders2 (2D) 

Tri_boarders2.dll 
Divide the flame into hexagons, and 
make a copy of each. Shrink one copy 
and keep in the middle. Poke a 
hexagonal hole in the other and 
expand it to make a frame around the 
first. The sample has radius = 0.5 and 
width = 0.5. 
 
See boarders2 and xtrb. 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

Truchet.dll 
 
Crops the plane to a random Truchet 
tiling. The plane is divided into square 
tiles with each face either connected to 
one, or both adjacent faces or teminated 
in a point. The squares in the sample 
match the truchet squares. Set exponent 
to 1 for a straight line (top left), 2 for a 
quarter circle (bottom left), or other 
values between  0.008 and 2 for other 
shapes (bottom right uses 0.5). 
 
The width of the lines is determined by 
arc_width, ranging from 0.001 (barely 
visible) to 1 (full  size). Change seed to get 
a different random pattern. 
 
Top left: exponent = 1, arc_width = 0.5, 
seed = 35 
Bottom left: exponent = 2,  
arc_width = 0.5, seed = 70 
Bottom right: exponent = 0.5,  
arc_width = 0.33, seed = 12.34 

Truchet (2D) 

twintrian, twintrian2 (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

twintrian2.dll 
 
The built-in version is twintrian; the 
plugin version is twintrian2. Both work 
the same. It maps dots to arcs, but not in 
a very predictable way. For points close to 
the center, the result tends to have two 
branches as shown. Points on the left 
map to the top; points on the right to the 
bottom. 

twoface (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

twoface.dll 
 
A combination of linear on the left and 
spherical on the right. 



unpolar (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

unpolar.dll 
 
Wraps the plane around a horizontal 
cylinder, then views it through the end.  
 
In the first example, the vertical lines are 
infinite and map to rays emanating from 
the center due to the wrapping. The top 
of the original maps to the center. 
 
The second example is more complex, but 
better shows how unpolar works. The 
infinite horizontal lines are  slanted 
slightly, so when wrapped around the 
cylinder they spiral around. These spirals 
can be seen when the cylinder is view 
through the end. 
 
See foci. 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

voron.dll 
 
Maps the plane to a random voronoi 
tessellation. A set of random points is 
chosen, and the plane is divided into 
regions based on the nearest random 
point. Each region is scaled by K; if less 
than 1, boundaries between the regions 
are seen; if greater, the regions overlap. 
 
Variable Step determines the spacing of 
the random points, and so the size of the 
regions. The process is repeated Num 
times, resulting in finer details (but much 
slower performance) as Num increases. 
 
Top right: K = 0.75, Step = 0.25, Num = 1 
Bottom right: K = 0.75, Step = 1, Num = 25 
Bottom left: K = 1.2, Step = 0.5, Num = 2 
 

voron (2D) 
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dll dll dll no dll 

w.dll 
 
Contorts the  inner part of the plane to 
various shapes (hypergon, star, and 
supershape shown; lituus and combos not 
shown). The contorted part is rotated 
angle radians, though that is not apparent 
in the samples due to the starting point 
(chosen to be consistent with variations x, 
y, and z); angle also controls the amount 
of the effect; the values for the samples 
are chosen to maximize the effect. 
 
Top right: angle = 0.785 (45°),  
hypergon = 1.5, hypergon_n = 4, 
hypergon_r = 0.5 
Bottom right: angle = 0.628 (36°),  
star = 1.5, star_n = 5, star_slope = 0.5 
Bottom left: angle = 1.05 (60°),  
super = 1.5, super_m = 6, super_n1 = 0.75, 
super_n2 = 1, super_n3 = 3 
 
See also x, y, and z. 

w (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes no 

WaffleVariationPlugin.dll 
 
A square shape with cross-hatching to 
give the appearance of a waffle. Note that 
the cross-hatching is not apparent with all 
colors. Variables control the number of 
divisions and thickness of the lines.  
 
Top left: slices = 5, xthickness = 0.75, 
ythickness = 0.25, rotation = 0 
Top right: slices = 3, xthickness = 0.5, 
ythickness = 0.5, rotation = 0 
Bottom right: slices = 3, xthickness = 1, 
ythickness = 1, rotation = 0 
Bottom left: slices = 6, xthickness = 0.2, 
ythickness = 0.5, rotation = 1.57 

waffle (2D blur) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll yes yes yes 

waves2.dll 
 
Creates a wave effect independently on x 
and y applied equally through the plane. 
Variables freqx and scalex specify the 
frequency and scale for x, and freqy and 
scaley specify the frequency and scale for 
y. 
 
Top right: freqx = 0, freqy = 4,  
scaley = 0.25 
Bottom right: freqx = 4, scalex = 0.1,  
freqy = 4, scaley = 0.25 
Bottom left: freqx = 3, scalex = 0.5,  
freqy = 2, scaley = 0.5 
 
The version built in to 7X16 has additional 
freqz and scalez variables. 
 
Supercedes waves. 
Compare auger, waves2b, wavesn. 

waves2 (2D, but 7X16 is 3D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

waves2b.dll 
 
Creates a wave effect independently on x 
and y like waves2, but with more 
variables. The wave is raised to the pwx 
and pwy power, distorting the wave (top 
right). The scale can be different at the 
center (scalex and scaley) and edges 
(scaleinfx and scaleinfy); the bottom right 
example decreases the scale at the edges 
(opposite of auger). Compare top and 
bottom right with waves2, top right. 
 
Bottom left example mixes all the 
options. 
 
Top right: freqx = 0, freqy = 4, pwy = 2, 
scaley = 0.75, scaleinfy = 0.75 
Bottom right: freqx = 0, freqy = 4, pwy = 1, 
scaley = 1, scaleinfy = 0.1 
Bottom left: freqx = 2, freqy = 3, pwx = 3, 
pwy = 0.25, scalex = 1, scaleinfx = 0.5, 
scaley = 0.5, scaleinfy = 0 
 
Compare auger, waves2, wavesn 

waves2b (2D) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

wavesN.dll 
 
First does an optional radial replication 
like julian (variable power), then adds a 
wave effect independently on x and y 
with frequencies freqx and freqy, starting 
with scales scalex and scaley at the center 
and changing outward by incx and incy.  
 
Top right: freqx = 0, freqy = 4, scalex = 0, 
scaley = 1, incx = 0, incy = -1, power = 1 
Bottom right: freqx = 6, freqy = 4, scalex = 
0.5, scaley = -0.5, incx = -0.5, incy = 0.5, 
power = 1 
Bottom left: freqx = 5, freqy = 4, scalex = 
0.5, scaley = 0.5, incx = -1.5, incy = 0.5, 
power = 2 
 
 
Compare auger, waves2b, wavesn. 

wavesn (2D) 

wdisc (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no yes 

wdisc.dll 
Morphs the flame into a unit circle by 
turning wedges into arcs. Unlike disc, this 
one doesn’t overlap. Wedges in the top 
half map to counter-clockwise arcs and 
wedges in the bottom half map to 
clockwise arcs in the corresponding half 
of the result. 
 
Compare disc, idisc. 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll yes yes yes 

wedge.dll 
 
Divides the plane into count wedges and 
squeezes each by angle radians. If angle is 
positive, gaps will be left; if negative, the 
wedges will be expanded and overlap 
(bottom left). Then each wedge is moved 
outward a distance specified by hole to 
leave a hole in the middle (bottom right). 
Negative values are allowed, which will 
make the wedges overlap in the center.  
 
If swirl is non-zero, an effect similar to 
swirl will be added (see the swirl 
variation). 
 
Top right: angle = 0.524 (30°), hole = 0, 
count = 4, swirl = 0 
Bottom right: angle = 0.262 (15°),  
hole = 0.4, count = 8, swirl = 0 
Bottom left: angle = - 0.524 (-30°),  
hole = 0, count = 4, swirl = 0 
 
Compare shredrad. There is also a plugin 
wedge_fl that allows non-integer values 
for count. 

wedge (2D) 

wedge_julia (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

wedge_julia.dll 
 
A combination of julian and wedge. 
Example shows angle = 0.524 (30°),  
count = 4, power = 2, dist = 1. 
 
There is also a plugin wedge_juliaFL that 
allows non-integer values for count. 

wedge_sph (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

wedge_sph.dll 
 
A combination of spherical and wedge. 
Example shows angle = 0.524 (30°), hole = 
0, count = 4, swirl = 0. 
 
There is also a plugin wedge_sphFL that 
allows non-integer values for count. 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes yes 

whorl.dll 
 
Divides the plane into two parts with a 
circle the size of the variation value, and 
rotates the inside and outside 
independently based on the variables 
inside and outside.  The rotation is 
weakest at the center and outside, and 
gets stronger near the boundary. The top 
right example has small values for both 
variables to demonstrate this effect. 
 
 
Top right: inside = 0.1, outside = 0.1 
Bottom right: inside = 0.4, outside = -1 
Bottom left: inside = -1, outside = 0.6 

whorl (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

x.dll 
 
Contorts the  plane to various shapes 
(hypergon, star, and supershape shown; 
lituus and combos not shown). The effect 
is strongest at the center and diminishes 
outwards (contrast with variation z, which 
does not diminish). 
 
Top right: hypergon = 0.5,  
hypergon_n = 4, hypergon_r = 0.5 
Bottom right: star = 0.5, star_n = 5, 
star_slope = 0.5 
Bottom left: super = 0.5, super_m = 6, 
super_n1 = 0.75, super_n2 = 1,  
super_n3 = 3 
 
See also w, y, and z. 

x (2D) 



2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

xheart.dll 
 
Maps the plane to an ellipse with the 
variation value as the width and  
(ratio+3)/2 as the height, and rotates it 
according to angle (-2 for a vertical ellipse  
(no rotation) to 2 for a horizontal one). It 
then flips the left half vertically, resulting  
in a heart shape if the ellipse is tilted. 
 
Top right: angle = 0 (45° rotation),  
ratio = 1 (height twice the width) 
Bottom right: angle = -0.667 (30° 
rotation), ratio = 3 (height three times 
width) 
Bottom left: angle = 1.2 (72°), ratio = 2 
(height 2.5 times width) 
 
  

xheart (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll yes dll 

xtrb.dll 
 
Extends tri_boarders2, adding a julian 
function (variables power and dist; see 
top right sample), and variables a and b to 
control the angles of the hexagon shapes 
(set both to 1 for normal hexagons). 
 
Top right: power = 1, radius = 0.5,  
width = 0.5, dist = 1, a = 1, b = 1 
Bottom right: power = 1, radius = 0.25, 
width = 0.75, dist = 1, a = 1.25, b = 1 
Bottom left: power = 1, radius = 0.25, 
width = 0.75, dist = 1, a = 1, b = 0.75 
 
 
See tri_boarders2 

xtrb (2D) 
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dll dll dll no dll 

y.dll 
 
Contorts the  plane to various shapes 
(hypergon, star, and supershape shown; 
lituus and combos not shown), then turns 
it inside-out as spherical does. 
 
Top right: hypergon = 0.75,  
hypergon_n = 4, hypergon_r = 0.5 
Bottom right: star = 0.75, star_n = 5, 
star_slope = 0.5 
Bottom left: super = 0.75, super_m = 6, 
super_n1 = 0.75, super_n2 = 1,  
super_n3 = 3 
 
See also w, x, and z. 

y (2D) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

dll dll dll no dll 

z.dll 
 
Contorts the  plane to various shapes 
(hypergon, star, and supershape shown; 
lituus and combos not shown). The effect 
is equal from the center outwards 
(contrast with variation x, which 
diminishes further from the center). 
 
Top right: hypergon = 0.5,  
hypergon_n = 4, hypergon_r = 0.5 
Bottom right: star = 0.5, star_n = 5, 
star_slope = 0.5 
Bottom left: super = 0.5, super_m = 6, 
super_n1 = 0.75, super_n2 = 1,  
super_n3 = 3 
 
See also w, x, and y. 

z (2D) 



zblur (3D blur) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no yes yes yes no 

A gaussian blur for the z axis only; no 
effect on x or y. The sample includes 
gaussian_blur to provide x-y input and 
prevent it from being a simple vertical 
line. The view is from the side; the z axis is 
vertical. (The sample was rendered by 
JWildfire; the various Apophysis versions 
render it differently, probably due to 
random number generator variations.) 

zcone (3D, transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no yes yes yes no 

 
Adds the x-y distance of each point to z, 
thus transforming a plane into a cone. 
Shown here is the effect on a sphere, 
viewed from the side.  

pitch=90 

zscale, pre_zscale (3D, transforms 
z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no yes yes yes no 

Multiplies the z value of each point by the 
variation value, so using zscale with value 
1 will simply pass z if the other variations 
don’t already. In the example, zscale is 1, 
but linear3D with value 1 is also used, 
which adds an additional zscale of 1, 
making a total zscale of 2, so doubling the 
height (or depth) of each point. pitch=90 

ztranslate, pre_ztranslate (3D, 
transforms z) 

2.09 7X15B 7X16 jwf ch 

no yes yes yes no 

Adds the variation value to the z value of 
each point. In the example, the value of 
ztranslate is 1, so the shape is moved up 
by 1 unit. 

pitch=90 

pitch=90 

pitch=90 

pitch=90 

pitch=90 


